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So Sorry To Lose Sri Chinmoy

I was shocked and surprised to hear
that the healthy-looking, strong-
minded spiritual leader Sri Chinmoy,
based in Briarwood, had died at the
age of 76 of a heart attack.

Just a few years ago I had the
pleasure of meeting him. Isjani
Frankle, one of my writers, had made
the introduction. He recognized my
contributions to the community by
“lifting” me. The tribute took place off
164th Street on a clay court tennis
stadium that he used for gatherings.

The night he “lifted” me above his head using a special apparatus
was a thrill. How ironic that the site of meditation gatherings should
now be the site at which his followers say good-bye to their beloved
spiritual leader.

Sri Chinmoy was born August 27, 1931 in a small village in eastern
India. Orphaned at the tender age of 11, he and his six brothers and
sisters took refuge in a spiritual community in southern India. He
spent 20 years in intensive prayer and meditation before traveling to
the United States in 1964 and making Queens his home.

Now all his followers are orphaned!

The world has lost a unique Renaissance man. He was a poet, writer,
composer, runner, tennis player and a champion weightlifter — he
even lifted an elephant!

His life touched history, from Mikhail Gorbachev to Nelson Mandela to
Mother Teresa to Pope John Paul II to the Dalai Lama to myself.
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I know how devoted his followers are to him — what a void he has
left. Perhaps one of his last poems will bring them comfort.

“My physical death is not the end of my life — I am an eternal
journey.”

The text of this article is also archived at:
http://archive.queenscourier.com/victorias-secrets-17456/
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